Announcing auditions and upcoming shows at the Marion Art Center

People can learn how to create mixed-media relief artwork with seashells, sand and other beach materials at an upcoming art class in Chesterton.

Chesterton Art Center to host epoxy resin workshop

SAN JOSE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Xilinx, Inc. (NASDAQ: XLNX) today introduced Vivado® ML Editions, the industry's first FPGA EDA tool suite based on machine-learning (ML) optimization ...

Xilinx Brings Breakthrough to Vivado Design Tools with State-of-the-Art Machine-Learning Optimization for Accelerated Designs

The Williams School is celebrating 130 years and even amidst this pandemic, staff was able to forge ahead with it's legacy—balancing academics, athletics and ...

The Williams School celebrates 130 years of success, opens new athletic complex

Natalie and Andrew, both drawn to the grace of classical Chinese dances, always wanted to learn more about the art form to share with their friends back home in Ukraine. In this episode ...

Ukrainian performers discover Chinese art | Ep. 3: Learning Chinese dance

The Louisville Visual Art's Juneteenth Arts Camp wrapped up Friday ... June 19: Reclaim Our African Roots & Propel Futures. Learn how family trees and DNA can be used to re-connect with your ...

'The art that influenced me.' Louisville youth learn the meaning of Juneteenth at art camp

State education officials hope a $20 million partnership between the S.C. Department of Education and the S.C. Arts Commission will help public schools address pandemic-related learning loss.